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Instructions : (i) An"su;er all qtestions.

Wite the correct question numbers.

STCTION - A
I. A. Correct the errors in the following set of sentences.

1. Everybody must bring their own lunch.
2. My mother's cabin is next to his cabin. ....:

3. It's a cold dav for October.
4. These recipes is good for beginning chefs.
5. A eight years old, my father gave me gift for Christmas.
6. An important part of my life have been the people who stood by me.
7. I don't believe it's finally Friday.
8. She was beautiful and she was happy and she was full of life.
9. Sam knew immediately, what was going to happen next.
10. She tried to quickly finish the book before she had to leave.

B. Read the following passage and answer the questions below :

The practice of Acupuncture is based on the understanding that a
vital energr flows along channels or meridians throughout our bodies.
When this energr becomes blocked or does not flow freely, it causes
disharmonies or disease. In order to correct this disharmony, the vital
force must be stimulated so that it moves freely again. A set of very
fine needles is used to stimulate peculiar points located on the body.
The Acupuncturist uses an understanding of the flow of energr and the
actions of the various Acupuncture points to treat diseases and
disharmonies in the body. Quite significantly, Acupuncture is not usually

: Painful. Acupuncture needless are tiny and quickly inserted through
' the skin, where the nerves that transmit pain are located. The sensation

of the insertion is like a "quick pinch".
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Acupuncture has been the issue of active scientific research only
since the beginning of the late 20rh century and so its application remains
disputed among western rnedical researches. Many organrzation, for
example the (WHO), (NIH), and <;thers have coordinated studies on the
efficacy of Acupuncture. In general, there is an agreement that
Acupuncture is safe when administered b5z well-trained PR actioners
using sterile needles and that further research is appropriate.

1. What is the practice of Acupuncture based on ?

2. What does the blocking of energz lead to ?

3. What does the Acupuncturist use to treat disease in the
body ?

4. What have researchers in the field stated ?

5. What is the general agreement on the efficacy of Acupuncture ?

C" You are the president of your apartment complex. Prepare one slogan 5
each asking the residents of the apartment complex.

1. to segregate the garbage into dry and wet waste.

2, to avoid using plastic.

OR

You have been asked to create attention grabbing captions to advertise
Hampi on a tourist we'r:site. Write at least two captions adrrertising the
heritage oi Hampi.

SECTION - B

Ef" A" Answer any five questicns in one or two sentences. 5x2=LO

1. Why did the peasant scold his wife ?

2. Why was Kali deiighted ?

3. When Pip returns from the churchyard, where is Mrs. Joe ?

4. What is considered a magic wand in the prose "On Habits" ?

5. How do the neighbours appear when seen through a "window" ?

6. How does love aid people in Sonnet 29 ?

7. What are his feelings about the adults in the poem "Childhood" ?
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B. Answer any four questions in a paragraph each : 4x5=2O

1. Describe the change that overcame the peasant in "The Imp and
The Crust".

2. Describe how Kali's friends were helpful at the end ?

3. Give a brief introduction to Pip's childhood.

4. What was the remedy glven by A.G. Gardiner for negative habits ?

5. Who was Bluebeared and why does Lynd compare him to
Henry VIII ?

6. How did Shakespeare bringout the theme of friendship in
Sonnet 29 ?

7. How does Markus Natten discover about his mind in the poem
"childhood" ?

C. Answer any two questions in two pages each : 2x1O=2O

1. How does the Imp succeed in making the peasant fall into his
design ?

2. Write a note on Kali's admiration for children.

3. How does the convicts behavior introduce the theme of justice in
"Great Expectationsn.
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